Archival Collections


African Academy of Arts and Research Collection. Manuscripts, Archives and Rare Books Division. Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, New York Public Library.


Century of Progress. Series I. University Library, University of Illinois at Chicago.

David Benjamin Mudge Paris. Hampton University Archives, Hampton University.


George Herzog Correspondence. Archives of Traditional Music, Indiana University.

Harold Courlander. Cuba, 1940. Archives of Traditional Music, Indiana University.


Audio and Video Sources


Julio Cueva y su Orquesta. Desintegrandoin. 1 compact disc with program notes by Jordi Pujol. Switzerland: Tumbao Cuban Classics, 1996.

———. La Buituba Cubana. 1 compact disc with program notes by Jordi Pujol. Switzerland: Tumbao Cuban Classics, 1994.


———. Fufuñando. 1 compact disc with program notes by Jordi Pujol. Switzerland: Tumbao Cuban Classics, 1995.
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